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Particle shape is one of the major parameters governing the structure in hard-particle systems. A

2D-dumbbell, which consists of a pair of binary disks connected to each other, has two geometrical

characteristics: the existence of a bond and asymmetry due to a size difference. We investigate the

effects of the geometry of 2D-dumbbells on the packing structure at an air–water interface under short-

range attractions, varying the area fraction 4 of the particles. We observe that although the systems at

low 4 exhibit the characteristic structure of attractive particle systems, the short-range attraction

between the particles due to capillary interaction does not affect the local structure at the maximally

random jammed (MRJ) packing fraction. We investigate the influence of a rigid bond on the packing

structure by comparing 2D-dumbbell systems with binary-disk systems; we also investigate the effects

of asymmetry by controlling the diameter ratio (g) of the small and large disks of the dumbbell. First,

we find that the existence of a bond restricts local segregations between similar kinds of disks, so that

phase-separated glass states are forbidden, contrary to the case of binary-disk systems. Second, we

observe that varying g causes a structural order–disorder–order change at high 4. While the crystalline

structures of disks (g ¼ 0) and symmetric dimers (g ¼ 1) are similar in local contacting and ordering

behaviors despite their shape differences, the amorphous structures of asymmetric dimers (g¼ 0.3, 0.5,

and 0.7) exhibit distinct features depending on g.
1 Introduction

Random hard-particle packing has long been considered a

fascinating problem in basic sciences,1,2 and a useful model to

understand the structure of liquids, glasses, crystals, and gran-

ular media.2–6 Systems in two dimensions (2D) are especially

intriguing because, in contrast to systems in three dimensions

(3D), there exists a distinct behavior, such as the existence of

intermediate phases in 2D melting phenomena.7–9 In these

problems, the shape of particles is a key parameter determining

the structural and phase behaviors. As the shape changes from a

disk – the simplest form in 2D – to a more anisotropic shape, not

only the hexagonal crystalline structures but also the phases that

the system exhibits are altered significantly.9–15 Numerous 2D

shapes can be considered as derivatives of a disk with shape-

altering parameters, such as regular polygons with a number of

sides or ellipses with an aspect ratio. The altered shape of each

particle restricts the positions and orientations of the

surrounding neighbors. This shape-induced change of the local

structure propagates and affects the entire system. For example,

it is known that there exists a nematic phase in ellipses,9 a rotator

phase in pentagons and heptagons,16,17 and a crystal–crystal

transition for squares,14 none of which is shown in disks.
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The 2D-dumbbell shape (called a ‘‘snowman’’) has received

attention,18–21 because the 2D-snowman is not only a very

common shape in molecular systems but also one of the simplest

anisotropic shapes in 2D. A 2D-snowman composed of two

different disks has two geometrical characteristics: asymmetry

due to the size difference of the disks and the existence of a bond.

A variety of snowmen can be generated by varying the head-to-

body ratio g ¼ DS/DL, where DL and DS are the diameters of the

larger (body) and smaller (head) lobes of the snowmen, ranging

from 0 to 1. Since the two extreme cases – disk (g ¼ 0) and dimer

(g ¼ 1) – show similarities in structure and symmetry, the closest

crystalline packing of disks is indistinguishable from that of

dimers. Dimers meanwhile exhibit distinct features in terms of

structural and dynamic properties, such as a degenerate crystal

structure and glassy dislocation dynamics.12,22,23 Snowman

packing systems can be considered as binary-disk systems with

one constraint, a rigid bond. Binary-disk packing has been

extensively investigated because of its complicated but intriguing

phases. There are various types of periodic phases and maximal

packing configurations depending on a size ratio g of binary

disks.24–26 It is also known that binary-disk systems exhibit glass-

forming features and that there exist innumerable glassy states

without an ideal glass transition.27–29

In this paper, we investigate the structural features of non-

Brownian snowmen in 2D confined spaces. By comparing

snowman systems with binary mixtures, we study how the
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 9015–9021 | 9015
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existence of a rigid bond alters the local contacting network and,

by varying g, how the asymmetry changes the ordering of

snowman particles. We focus on the structural properties at high

area fractions in order to see the effect of snowman shapes on

jammed states. To determine the structural differences between

distinct shapes, mean coordination numbers, distribution of

Delaunay triangles, and correlation functions are considered in

our analysis. It will be shown that the contacting behavior of

snowmen is not dependent on shape, while correlation functions

exhibit significant differences as the shape varies.
2 Experimental

2.1 Snowman samples

In our experiment, we use snowman plates made of paraffin wax;

these plates are highly mono-disperse in shape and size. Plain

wax particles are shown in Fig. 1(a). The particles consist of three

parts: the smaller disk, called the ‘head’, the larger disk, called the

‘body’, and extra volume for a sustainable bond, called the

‘neck’. This neck part is designed not to disturb contact with

other snowmen; green- and red-dashed circles in Fig. 1(a)

represent the head and the body, respectively, of the other

snowmen. These wax snowmen are prepared by melting a certain

amount of paraffin wax in a flat-bottomed trough and pressing

the cooled wax with a snowman-cutting punch in the same

manner as using a cookie-cutter. In addition to the two extreme

cases (g ¼ 0,1), three more g (¼ 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7) are chosen

between the specific ratios that can regularly tile the 2D space

with 1 : 1 concentration ratio of two kinds of disks.24–26 The body

diameter DL of the actual particles is 15 mm for the dimer and

20 mm for the disk and asymmetric dimers, and the thickness h is

about 3 mm. Single disks of diameter 10 mm were also prepared

for a binary-disk system of g ¼ 0.5.
2.2 Experimental system and method

These particles are spread on water in an acrylic trough (430 �
400 mm2 inner area). The snowmen float stably on the water

surface because they are hydrophobic as well as slightly lighter

than water (r z 0.9 g cm�3). The particles in our system are

regarded as non-Brownian particles at effective zero
Fig. 1 Top-view images of (a) plain snowman particles with various

head-to-body ratios g and (b) a dot-patterned snowman for easy particle

recognition. Green and red-dashed circles in (a) show that a ‘neck’ part

does not disturb contact between snowmen. (c–e) Images of snowman

configurations at area fractions 4 ¼ (c) 0.66, (d) 0.76, and (e) 0.80.

(g ¼ 0.7 in (b–e)).

9016 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 9015–9021
temperature. They feel attractive capillary forces from each

other, which originate from the deformation of water surfaces

near floating particles.30 The area fraction 4 of the snowmen is

controlled by varying the number of spread particles. Each

experiment is performed by generating a random configuration

of N (about 250–400) snowmen dispersed in the given area. The

following are the criteria for ‘random’ configuration generations

in this experiment. First, any configuration generated by

perturbation should be completely independent of previous ones.

To remove the memory of positions and directions, the particles

are sufficiently stirred with tweezers to make them move farther

than at least several times the diameter. Second, all particles

should be dispersed uniformly in a given area. It should be

equally probable for the particles to be located at any position in

the confined area, without preferences. To re-disperse the parti-

cles well and to avoid particle-segregation due to shaking, the

particles are gently shaken by moving a boundary wall for less

than half a minute with the amplitude of a few centimeters. Once

a random initial configuration is generated by perturbation, all

particles floating on the water surface are located at random

positions with random velocities. After waiting for a certain

period of time, the cohesive particles stop moving as a result of

energy dissipation during collisions with other particles, and a

final configuration that depends only on the initial configuration

is generated. Boundary effects are reduced by excluding a few

layers of particles near the edges, based on density distributions.

After the random configuration generation process, stable

images of 2D snowman configurations are recorded by a 1280 �
720 pixel CMOS webcam. For easier and faster particle recog-

nition, one of the faces showing a snowman-shape is patterned by

two distinguishable dots, which are sufficient to determine the

position and orientation of each snowman (Fig. 1(b)). Addi-

tionally, the system with the maximum number of spread parti-

cles is compressed very slowly by moving a barrier back-and-

forth in order to obtain closely packed configurations at the

maximally random jammed (MRJ) fraction 4MRJ.

In Fig. 1(c)–(e), example images of the final snowman config-

urations are shown. At 4� 0.66 (Fig. 1(c)), the snowmen exhibit a

heterogeneous network structure with void spaces, a distinct

characteristic of attractive systems as compared to the homoge-

neous structures of pure repulsive systems.32–34As 4 increases, the

areas of the voids are reduced and the system becomes more

homogeneous (Fig. 1(d) and (e)). The induced attractive force

between the particles, which may be assumed to be cylindrical, is

given asymptotically as F(L) f �(qL)�1/2e�qL for a small defor-

mation qL[ 1,35,36 where the capillary length q�1 ¼ (s/rg)1/2 z
2.7 mm for pure water, and L is the distance between cylinders.

Here s is the surface tension, r is the density of water, and g is the

acceleration due to gravity. Hence, the attraction should be short-

ranged in our system because of the large particle sizes (z20 mm)

compared to the capillary length. After recognizing the dots using

MATLAB codes, we reconstruct images based on the recognized

results and measure the area fractions as well as other quantities

related to the structure.
2.3 Measurements

To examine the structural changes, we observe the systems in

three different ranges of length scales: (i) comparable to particle
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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sizes (r/DL � 1), (ii) intermediate range (r/DL � 1–10), and (iii)

long range (r/DL [ 1). For the smallest range, we calculate the

mean coordination number hZi, which is the average number of

contacting neighbors in a system. Here the neighbors are defined

as particles sharing an edge of the Voronoi polygons, and con-

tacting is considered as a close coordination. So, any two disks

are regarded as contacting neighbors if the distance between their

centers is less than (1 + d)D. The margin distance d is 0.075,

decided from the widths of the first peaks in radial correlation

function g(r). A set of contacting neighbors of one reference

snowman consists of the snowmen, any of whose parts are

touching the body or the head of the reference snowman.

To quantify the structural differences among various shapes at

an intermediate length scale, the radial correlation function

(RCF) g(r), bond-orientational correlation function (BCF) g6(r),

and n-fold orientational correlation function (OCF) Qn(r) are

measured. Here, g6(r) is defined as

g6(r) ¼ hj*
6(0)j6(r)i (1)

with a local bond order parameter

jn

�
rj
� ¼ 1

Nj

XNj

k¼1

e inqjkðrjÞ (2)

whereNj is the number of neighbors of the particle j, and qjk(rj) is

the angle between a vector connecting the centers of particles j

and k and an arbitrary fixed axis.7,16 Also, Qn(r), which describes

the correlation of particle orientations as a function of r, is

defined here as

Qn(r) ¼ Rehf*
n(0)fn(r)i (3)

with the particle orientational order parameter

fn(rj) ¼ einq(rj) (4)

where q(rj) is the angle between an arbitrary fixed axis and a

vector pointed to the center of a head from its body. Two order

parameters that reflect the structural characteristics of a whole

system are calculated. The 6-fold bond order parameterJ6 is the

average value of the local bond order parameter j6, and the

orientational order parameter Fn, which is the average value of

the particle orientational order parameter fn.
16 We only consider

the 6-fold bond order parameter, because the crystal structure of

disks corresponds to six-fold symmetry, and binary-disks also

possess six neighbors on average.31 The 6-fold bond order

parameter shows how the particles are ordered in the form of the

hexagonal structure; the orientational order parameter shows

how particles are aligned toward fixed axes.
3 Results and analysis

The particles in our experiments feel short-ranged capillary

attraction from each other, as mentioned above. Before the

effects of particle-shapes are considered, we examined how the

interaction influences the structure of jammed systems. Local

structures of randomly packed binary disks with hard-core

interaction, such as area fractions, coordination numbers, and

pore-size distributions, have been studied.31,37–39 Our binary-disk
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
system with capillary attraction at the MRJ state is compared to

the hard binary-disk systems of previous works. A set of exper-

iments using binary wax disks is performed for this comparison

under two fixed conditions: g is 0.5 and the numbers of the two

kinds of disks are the same.

While our particles with short-range attraction form porous

network structures at low 4 (Fig. 1(c)), which definitely makes

them distinct from hard-particle systems, these structures with

different interactions seem to become more alike as they become

closely packed near jamming. In Table 1, mean coordination

numbers and Delaunay triangle distributions of binary disks

(g ¼ 0.5) at maximally random jammed (MRJ) area fraction

4MRJ
BD

are presented; these results are compared to the results

from Dodds.31 Here hZLi, hZSi, and hZBDi denote the mean

coordination numbers of large disks, small disks, and all the

disks in a system, respectively. Depending on the kinds of

constituent disks, Delaunay triangles of binary disks are cate-

gorized into 4 types: DLLL, DLLS, DLSS, and DSSS (Fig. 2(e) and

(f)). For example, DLLS denotes the type of triangles consisting of

two large disks and one small disk. Additionally, a Delaunay

triangle is labeled as a ‘‘True’’ triangle if every pair of its

3-constituent disks of the triangle is in contact; a triangle is

labeled as a ‘‘False’’ triangle if any of the pairs is apart. As pre-

sented in this table, all the values concerning the local contacting

behaviors of jammed structures are similar. The MRJ area

fraction measured is 0.845 � 0.007; this is also quite close to the

previous results for hard binary disks.28,37,40 These results imply

that short-range attraction of hard disks does not affect the

local structure of jammed packing. It is worthwhile to note that

relative capillary forces due to the particle-size difference can be

ignored in our experiments.
3.1 Binary disks vs. snowmen – effects of the existence of a

bond

There is only one geometrical difference between snowman and

binary-disk systems: the existence of a bond. Binary-disk

(Fig. 2(a)) and snowman (Fig. 2(b)) systems of 0.5 size ratio are

compared to determine the effect of a bond. In Fig. 2(c)–(f),

reconstructed images and Delaunay triangulation diagrams of

closely packed structures of binary disks and snowmen are

shown. To compare two systems efficiently, snowman particles

are separately recognized as large and small disks in this

comparison. The mean coordination numbers and the Delaunay

triangle distributions are shown in Fig. 3. At low 4 (<0.78),

hZBDi values of the two systems are slightly different. As 4

increases, the two values approach each other until their curves

seem to be overlapped. While average numbers of contacting

neighbors appear to be similar, there exists one big difference in

the local structures. The distribution of Delaunay triangles,

which reflects local configurations of particles, shows clear

distinctions. As the shape of the particles is changed from

snowmen to binary disks, the fraction of triangles consisting of

equal-sized disks only (DLLL and DSSS) increases, while the

fraction of other types (DLLS and DLSS) decreases. This implies

that locally segregated binary disks are forced to scatter by

adding the geometrical constraint of a bond. This tendency is

also presented in two example figures of the Delaunay triangle

diagram. As can be seen in Fig. 2(e) and (f), the areas of triangles
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 9015–9021 | 9017
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Table 1 Similarity of local structures in binary-disk systems with different types of particle-interaction. Jammed packing structures of our weakly
attractive system and the hard-core system, studied by Dodds,31 are compared in this table. The size ratio g is 0.5; the numbers of large and small disks
are the same. True – Delaunay triangles, whose constituent disks are in contact with each other; False – triangles, of which any pair of constituents are
apart; hZL(S)i – mean coordination numbers of large (small) disks in a system; sZL(S)

– standard deviations of coordination numbers of large (small) disks;
hZBDi – mean coordination number of binary disks

Fraction of Delaunay triangles
Coordination numbers of
components

Mean coordination
number

True False hZLi (sZL
) hZSi (sZS

) hZBDi

Hard-core (Dodds31) 0.43 0.57 5.68 (0.78) 3.82 (0.63) 4.75
Short-range attraction 0.46 � 0.03 0.54 � 0.03 5.64 (0.82) 3.86 (0.67) 4.78 � 0.06

Fig. 2 (a and b)Geometrical difference of binary disks (without bond) and

snowman (with bond). (c and d) Reconstructed images from experiments.

Foreasier comparison, all snowmenare separately recognizedas large (cyan)

and small (blue) disks, instead of as bodies and heads. (e and f) Delaunay

triangulationdiagrams.Fourdifferent typesof triangles are distinguishedby

colors: DLLL (red), DLLS (yellow), DLSS (green), and DSSS (blue).

Fig. 4 (a) Mean coordination numbers hZBDi of separately recognized

disks of five different snowmen: g ¼ 0 (>), 0.3 (-), 0.5 (�), 0.7 (:), and

Fig. 3 (a)Mean coordination numbers of binary disks (,) and separately

recognized disks (-) of snowmen with g¼ 0.5 at various area fractions 4.

(b) Concentration cD of each type of Delaunay triangle at 4 � 0.84.
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colored red (DLLL) and blue (DSSS) in the binary disks are greater

than those in the snowmen. From this observation, it can be

suggested that the restriction of phase-separation tendency due

to the existence of a bond reduces the spectrum of jammed

packing of binary-disk mixtures, which has been demonstrated

by Donev, Stillinger, and Torquato.28 It is also possible that there

exists a densest glass state of 2D-snowmen, contrary to the case

for binary disks.
1 (�). (b) Mean coordination numbers hZi of snowmen for various 4. (c)

Concentration cZ of large (solid) and small (hollow) disks with Z con-

tacting neighbors in each snowman shape at 4 � 0.83. (d) Concentration

cXY of each contacting type: LL-type (large-to-large), LS-type (large-to-

small), and SS-type (small-to-small).
3.2 Snowman packing – effect of asymmetry

As the head size of a snowman increases from 0, the snowman

becomes asymmetric. To see the effect of such a characteristic,
9018 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 9015–9021
contacting and ordering behaviors of each shape are examined.

For different snowman shapes, we keep doing similar analysis

with the previous comparison between binary-disks and

snowman systems, in which snowman particles are separately

recognised, the values of hZBDi for five different snowman shapes

as a function of area fraction 4 are displayed in Fig. 4(a). The

curves are well-overlapped in a wide range of 4. This implies that

the mean coordination numbers of all constituent disks (called

‘‘lobes’’) of the snowman particles do not depend on the size ratio

between body and head. The mean coordination numbers hZi of
the snowman shapes have a slightly different trend from that of

hZBDi, as can be seen in Fig. 4(b). At high 4 (>0.78), hZi values
of all asymmetric dimers are nearly the same, and they are

overlapped with that of symmetric dimers. Although the 0.3

snowman more closely approximates a disk than a dimer, this

similarity of dimers seems reasonable because a head of g¼ 0.3 is

large enough to change the contact networks of closely packed

bodies. The minimum g of a head disk that disturbs the structure
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 6 (a) Mean coordination number hZBDi of disks (,) and sepa-

rately recognized disks (-) of symmetric dimers. These systems are

regarded as the extreme case of binary disks and snowmen with g¼ 1. (b)

Radial correlation function g(r/DL) and bond-orientational correlation

function g6(r/DL) of disks (black) and symmetric dimers (gray) under

MRJ conditions.
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of disks is about 0.155 (ref. 24). Another intriguing point is that

these different shapes, such as snowmen of 0.3 and 0.7 size ratio

(see Fig. 1(a)), have not only the same hZBDi but also the same

hZi. To examine this point, a number of distributions of large

and small lobes with ZL and ZS contacting neighbors are

considered in the same manner as that used for binary systems,

by recognizing the two parts separately (Fig. 4(c)). As g changes

from 0.3 to 0.7 at fixed 4, the distribution curve of large disks is

shifted to the left, but that of small disks is shifted to the right. In

addition to this, Fig. 4(d) shows the concentration of three types

of contacts: large-to-large (LL), large-to-small (LS), and small-

to-small (SS). While the fractions of contacts between identical

kinds change depending on g, those between different kinds are

constant. This means that the hZi values of asymmetric dimers

can be similar, since there is a trade-off between the heads and

the bodies. Once the head of a snowman with larger g possesses

more contacts due to its size, its body is forced to lose some

contacts due to the existence of a head.

In Fig. 5, g(r0) and g6(r
0) of the center-of-mass (CM) values at

some 4 are shown. Here, r0 is a normalized distance r/DL.

Compared to the contacting behaviors when all shapes are

similar, each shape tends to exhibit different features more

explicitly in both correlations. Disks show clear peaks of g(r0)
around r

0 ð¼ r=DLÞ ¼ 1;
ffiffiffi
3

p
; 2;

ffiffiffi
7

p
;., which correspond to those

of a 2D hexagonal packing structure, and the g(r0) becomes

crystalline-like RCF when the disks are closely packed. Although

the peaks become stronger as 4 increases, peak positions up to a

few disk diameters do not change. This tendency of g(r0) peaks is
consistent with the results of another attractive system34

composed of polyethylene spheres at an air–water interface. The

heights of the peaks and the correlation lengths of both g(r0) and
g6(r

0) vary sharply depending on g. As g increases from 0, the

correlation peaks of g(r0) and g6(r
0) become weaker until they

reach a minimum near g � 0.5–0.7. The 0.5 and 0.7 snowmen

exhibit relatively small and rapidly decaying peaks, and the

envelopes of their curves do not vary as 4 increases. These results

imply that two extreme cases come to have crystalline structure,

but that asymmetric snowmen remain disordered even at high 4.

This means that the addition of a bond on binary-disks does not

disturb the glass-forming nature.

The packing structure of the two extreme cases that exhibit

crystalline structure should be considered separately from the

amorphous snowman structures. They can be also regarded as

the other extreme case of binary mixtures of g ¼ 1 with and
Fig. 5 (a) Radial correlation functions g(r/DL) of center-of-mass of disk (g ¼
from left to right. At each g, the area fraction increases from bottom to to

snowmen at 4 � 0.83. g increases from top to bottom. The results in (a) and

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
without a bond. A dimer possesses more contacts than a disk due

to its longer accessible boundary length per unit area (Fig. 4(b)),

and appears to have weak density correlations (Fig. 5(a)). This

can be explained by an aperiodic dimer structure due to ground

state degeneracy.12 Nevertheless, we checked that the similarity

between the two symmetric shapes in the local structure remains

by excluding the existence of all bonds in the dimers. Identical to

the case of the mean coordination numbers of the systems of g ¼
0.5, the values of hZBDi of the disks and dimers are similar in a

wide range of 4 (Fig. 6(a)). Radial correlation functions g(r0) also
show the same peak positions, although the heights of the peaks

are slightly different (top of Fig. 6(b)). Only the bond-orienta-

tional correlation functions g6(r
0) exhibit a difference (bottom of

Fig. 6(b)). While g6(r
0) of disks has a power-law behavior with an

exponent �0.25 to 35, g6(r
0) of the constituent disks of dimers

decays faster. These results can be interpreted as showing that the

bonds constrain a dimer system and reduce its order, even

though the symmetric shape of dimers prefers to be more like the

structural features of disks.

Asymmetric snowmen exhibit size-dependence in these corre-

lation functions. As shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b), peak amplitudes

of g(r0) and g6(r
0) decrease as g increases. This is reasonable

because the snowman shape becomes more anisotropic as g

varies from 0.3 to 0.7. Contrary to radial and bond-orientational

correlations, orientational correlations increase in ascending

order of g. OCF approaches 1 when the orientations of particles
0), asymmetric snowmen (g ¼ 0.3, 0.5, 0.7), and dimer (g ¼ 1) in order

p. (b) Bond-orientational correlation functions g6(r/DL) of asymmetric

(b) have been shifted vertically for clarity.
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Fig. 7 Orientational correlation function Qn(r/DL) of asymmetric

snowmen at MRJ states (4 � 0.83). (a) 1-fold, (b) 2-fold, (c) 3-fold, and

(d) 6-fold orientational ordering as a function of distance for g ¼ 0.3

(red), 0.5 (green), and 0.7 (blue) in order from bottom to top. The results

have been shifted vertically for easy comparison.
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are well-aligned along the n-fold reference axes, and becomes 0 if

the particles are randomly oriented. As can be seen in Fig. 7, the

amplitudes and ranges of the peaks in Q1(r
0), Q2(r

0), Q3(r
0), and

Q6(r
0) mostly increase as g varies from 0.3 to 1 at 4 ¼ 0.83.

Orientations of particles are related to the relative position of the

head to its body. Since the location of a smaller head is less

restricted by neighboring snowmen, the orientation can be more

random. On the other hand, larger g causes stronger orienta-

tional correlations between neighbors due to mutual restrictions

on position.

The shape-induced changes of local structures affect the entire

system (r/DL[ 1). The structural characteristics are reflected by

order parameters: the 6-fold bond order parameter J6 and the

orientational order parameter Fn. As can be seen in Fig. 8, all

asymmetric snowmen show negligibly small values in the entire

range of 4, while the two extreme cases show dramatic incre-

ments intimating the onset of ordered crystalline packing when 4

exceeds 0.78. A plateau of Fg¼1
6 and an increase of Fg¼1

12 indicate
Fig. 8 The 6-fold bond order parameter J6 and the orientational order

parameter Fn versus 4. Except for order parameters of disks and dimers

(Jg¼0
6 , -; Fg¼1

6 , B; Fg¼1
12 , 4), all other J6 and F6,12 of asymmetric

snowmen (g ¼ 0.3, 0.5, 0.7) remain negligibly small.

9020 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 9015–9021
that the dimers are ordered as a polycrystalline structure. On the

other hand, asymmetric shapes remain disordered even as 4

increases. This is explained by the incompatibility of a locally

preferred structure for each asymmetric snowman within the 2D

space. The constraint on relative positions between contacting

particles prevents the development of long-range orders over

several particle-sizes. This suppression of particle ordering makes

the system disordered even at high 4, and then particles cannot

access the onset of ordered packing. As a result of collapsed

orders, the system undergoes structural melting and reentrant

ordering at high 4 (¼0.83) as g varies from 0 to 1.
4 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have investigated the structure of binary disks

and 2D-snowmen under short-range attraction at effective zero

temperature in a wide range of area fractions 4. We demonstrate

the structural changes by varying the shapes of 2D particles in

two ways: adding a bond and controlling the size ratio g between

binary disks. The experimental data show that short-range

attraction does not affect the local structure at the MRJ packing

fraction. Contacting behaviors of constituent disks are not

disturbed, but ordering of particles changes with the varying of

the shape. First, the existence of a bond restricts local segrega-

tions between similar kinds of disks, so it is suggested that

snowman packing has the densest glass state due to the reduction

of the spectrum of phase-separated glass states, contrary to the

case of binary-disk packing. Second, we observe a structural

order–disorder–order change at high 4 (>0.78) as g varies. While

symmetric snowmen (g ¼ 0, 1) show the onset of the disorder–

order transition in the order parameters at 4 � 0.78, other

asymmetric snowmen (g ¼ 0.3, 0.5, 0.7) fail to attain ordered

structures and remain disordered. The amorphous structures of

asymmetric snowmen also exhibit distinct features depending on

g. These features are caused by shape-induced local structural

changes. As g increases, particles become anisotropic and this

induces incommensurateness to the local hexagonal structure,

which suppresses radial and bond-orientational ordering.

Moreover, asymmetry of the snowman shapes restricts the

particles to fewer degrees of freedom in orientation, and this

tendency is found to depend on g. When g becomes 1, the

symmetric geometry restores order. The propagation of the

effects of local-structural preferences to a greater length scale

induces such structural differences between each shape.

It will be interesting to study the size effects on the structure of

snowmen, such as micron-sized snowmen. As the size of particles

on water surfaces decreases, Brownian dynamics is not negligible

anymore and the capillary attraction becomes stronger as well as

longer-ranged.
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